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CLOUD ADOPTION IS ACCELERATING  

Gartner predicts that 87 percent 
of organizations will be using an 
infrastructure-as-a-service (IaaS) 
platform by 2017 and projects that 
total public cloud spending through 
2019 will reach $318 billion.

LEVERAGE VMWARE
HYBRID CLOUDS
Deliver Consistency, Efficiency,   
Ease, and Security Across Clouds

Changing Roles for IT 
More than ever, cloud technology is essential to powering the innovation 
businesses need to stay competitive. Today, 27 percent of global IT workloads 
are located in the cloud, with 15 percent on public clouds. By 2030, more than 
80 percent of workloads will be in the cloud, with over 50 percent in public 
cloud.1 As more organizations turn to the cloud, the role of IT is evolving. To 
empower developers to quickly build and run applications anywhere with 
minimum regulation, IT organizations have been utilizing public clouds to serve 
development and deployment needs—with developers often choosing public 
cloud as a destination for building new cloud-native applications. Businesses are 
also using public clouds to modernize and extend on-premises infrastructure, 
consolidate and migrate existing applications, and to flex between on-premises 
and public clouds. 

Evolving Toward a Proactive IT Team
Cloud solutions enable IT to transform reactive organizations to proactive 
organizations in driving agility, responding to changing business needs, and 
accelerating innovation. IT professionals can clearly allocate costs to business 
needs by managing upfront costs, downtime costs, operational support, and TCO. 
Productivity can be improved with better access to data, increased collaboration, 
and streamlined IT operations, while scaling easily when demands change.

External Migration Challenges  
Extending or migrating an infrastructure to the public cloud can be time 
consuming. IT must contend with: 

• Differences in skill sets and tools required to manage these environments, 
leading to cloud silos

• Separate access, security, and networking policies leading to inconsistencies in  
IT control

• Difficulty delivering enterprise application service-level agreements (SLAs) with 
consistent availability and performance across private and public clouds  

• Complex cloud migration and implementation processes 

1 Balancing Freedom and Control:  Evolution of the Cloud – 2006-2030, VMware White Paper, October 2016.
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VMware Hybrid Cloud Drives Innovation, Agility, and  
Cost Savings 
VMware’s hybrid cloud portfolio offers a combination of solutions that enable 
organizations to easily extend, protect, or replace on-premises infrastructure. 
These hybrid cloud offerings are built on a software-defined data center 
architecture, leveraging VMware’s industry-leading compute, networking, 
and storage virtualization technologies. VMware helps organizations create 
common hybrid operating environments between their on-premises VMware-
based environments and VMware-based public clouds, including solutions 
with our vCloud® Air™ Network partners IBM, and AWS. VMware enables these 
hybrid environments with solutions such as VMware vSphere®, VMware Cloud 
Foundation™, and VMware vRealize® Suite.

This VMware-based hybrid cloud environment supports a variety of powerful 
use cases, including regional capacity expansion, disaster recovery, application 
migration, data center consolidation, new application development, and burst 
capacity—all with a complete operational consistency and seamless workload 
portability. This gives organizations a safe, easy, enterprise-grade way to integrate 
public clouds with their on-premises infrastructure strategy, while gaining the 
agility and elastic capacity of public clouds.

With VMware hybrid cloud solutions, organizations can:

• Implement a VMware hybrid cloud option tailored to unique needs

• Leverage best-in-class, enterprise-grade hybrid cloud capabilities to protect, 
extend, or replace on-premises data center investments

• Run cloud-based resources on trusted VMware platforms with hybrid 
compatibility across public and private cloud environments 

VMware Hybrid Cloud Solutions Aligned to Every Business
VMware and the VMware global ecosystem of cloud providers and application 
partners offer the most flexible, robust hybrid cloud solutions for enterprises of all 
sizes. Featuring a global footprint, specialized industry and application expertise, 
and unmatched enterprise IT experience, VMware and its partner network work 
together to accelerate innovation and respond to changing business requirements 
to transform the role of IT.

Unmatched Cloud Flexibility and Choice
Organizations cannot afford the cost and complexity of managing silos of 
proprietary clouds and technologies. With VMware and its partners, enterprises 
can take advantage of complete workload portability between vSphere 
on-premises or private cloud environments, and public cloud. A variety of options 
are available, including cold migration, template sync, and zero-downtime live 
migration. Organizations can easily offer end-user choice via a self-service catalog 
of infrastructure and application services that can be deployed on any approved 
vSphere-based private or public cloud. VMware and its partners offer global 
access to unique capabilities, services, and commercial terms.

Best-in-Class, Enterprise-Grade Hybrid Cloud Capabilities
Enterprises must be assured that internal data protection can be easily migrated 
and maintained in external environments. By taking advantage of hybrid cloud 
solutions from VMware and VMware partners, enterprise IT teams maintain control 
with enterprise-level security services, including the ability to leverage hybrid DMZ 
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reference designs. Enterprises can use common network constructs at scale to 
create and manage intricate networking topologies, create overlay networks, and 
replicate on-premises network architectures. VMware hybrid cloud solutions are 
architecturally consistent with vSphere, enabling easy disaster recovery. These 
solutions require no architectural changes to run in the cloud, and maintain the 
network, security, and access control policies configured on-premises.

Run Cloud-Based Resources on Trusted vSphere Platforms
In a global business world, application downtime—especially for patching 
and maintenance—is unacceptable. VMware vSphere, the industry-leading 
virtualization platform, lets users run business-critical applications with confidence 
and respond faster to business needs. vSphere accelerates the shift to cloud 
computing for existing data centers and also underpins compatible public cloud 
offerings, forming a foundation for the industry’s only hybrid cloud model. With 
more than 500,000 customers worldwide and the support of more than 5,000 
applications from more than 90 operating systems, vSphere is the trusted 
platform for any application. 

vSphere-based common operating environments ensure operational consistency, 
maximizing the use of existing skill sets and tools. They also establish a foundation 
for future innovation to reach across customer clouds and environments. With 
vSphere, IT staff enjoy a common management experience across hybrid IT 
environments with end-to-end automation, intelligent operations management, 
and business insight leveraging a large ecosystem of third-party vendors. 
Automatic high availability and live migration improve performance and 
proactively avoid outages.

A Broad Array of Cloud Choices 
VMware’s range of private and public cloud solutions give IT organizations broad 
choice and flexibility in how to build, run, and manage a hybrid cloud. From a best-
in-class Software-Defined Data Center (SDDC)-based private cloud, extended to 
a vCloud Air or vCloud Air Network partner public cloud; to a hybrid cloud that 
integrates AWS, Azure, or IBM and other partners’ public clouds, enterprises have 
the freedom to implement cloud solutions that support their cloud strategies 
for their unique businesses, with freedom and control. The VMware Cross-Cloud 
Architecture™ provides an easy way to run, manage, connect, and secure apps 
across clouds and devices in a common operating environment.

VMware vCloud Air
VMware vCloud Air is a ready-to-run public cloud service that enables 
organizations to quickly and securely leverage a true hybrid cloud platform to 
modernize data center infrastructures, while maximizing existing IT investments. 
Built on vSphere, it uses the same tools, technologies, and skills that VMware 
customers already use on premises, while delivering new cloud capabilities that 
allow IT teams to protect, extend, or replace vSphere workloads in the cloud. 
Unlike many cloud offerings, vCloud Air supports any application, new or existing, 
without the need for application changes, and provides seamless network 
integration. 

• Data Center Extension – Reduce time, risk and cost by seamlessly moving 
vSphere workloads between on and off-premises, on-demand, without 
re-architecting applications, by leveraging a common platform that is 100-
percent compatible with the existing vSphere environment. 

  

VMware vCloud Air is an ideal 
solution to extend or replace an 
existing data center infrastructure 
into the public cloud.
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• Data Center Replacement – “Lift and shift” a data center infrastructure from 
on-premises environments quickly and efficiently to implement a secure public 
cloud architecture. The data center replacement will remain consistent with 
on-premises requirements, while maintaining the scalability, performance, and 
reliability required for different workloads.

VMware vCloud Air Network 
The vCloud Air Network of cloud providers deliver reliable services with the 
features and capabilities enterprises need to stay ahead of the curve. These 
partners provide robust, VMware-validated cloud services tailored to customers’ 
business needs. With more than 4,000 partners located in more than 100 
countries, vCloud Air Network partners’ public and private clouds ensure hybrid 
compatibility with existing VMware customer environments. 

VMware Cloud Foundation
VMware Cloud Foundation drastically simplifies the path to the hybrid cloud, 
while increasing administrator productivity and reducing overall TCO. VMware 
Cloud Foundation is VMware’s unified software-defined data center platform for 
the hybrid cloud. It delivers a natively-integrated software stack that can be used 
on-premises for private cloud deployment or run as a service in the public cloud, 
with consistent and simple operations. The core components of VMware Cloud 
Foundation are VMware vSphere, VMware vSAN™, and VMware NSX®. 

• VMware Cloud Foundation on IBM lets organizations implement and deploy a 
native VMware SDDC environment in minutes. Delivering the enhanced security 
of a single-tenant physical infrastructure, it employs IBM’s global data center 
footprint and extensive cloud services while delivering a fully virtualized VMware 
SDDC.

• VMware Cloud™ on AWS (offered by VMware, available in mid-2017) will 
bring VMware’s enterprise-class SDDC software to the AWS cloud. Powered 
by VMware Cloud Foundation, this service will enable businesses to run 
any application across vSphere-based private, public, and hybrid cloud 
environments. It will be delivered, sold, and supported by VMware as an 
on-demand, elastically scalable service. Organizations will be able to leverage 
the global footprint and breadth of services of AWS, including storage, 
databases, analytics, and more.

VMware vRealize Suite 
vRealize Suite is a comprehensive enterprise-ready cloud management platform 
(CMP) that speeds up IT service delivery, improves IT operations, and delivers 
end-user choice with control across heterogeneous, multi-cloud environments.

Enterprises that deploy VMware Cloud Foundation can:

• Achieve up to 6-8x faster time to market by eliminating complex processes 
around system design, testing, bring-up, and configuration 

• Increase administrator productivity by up to 2x by automating Day 2 operational 
tasks such as patching, updates, and monitoring 

• Reduce overall TCO of private cloud deployments by up to 30-40 percent 

• Eliminate hardware costs when consumed as a service on the public cloud

  

With services tested and validated 
by VMware, organizations can be 
confident that workloads will land on 
the same enterprise-class VMware 
architecture on-premises that has 
been running in their own virtualized 
data centers.
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LEARN MORE

Learn more about additional IT 
priorities and IT initiatives at vmware.
com/it-priorities/integrate-public-
clouds.

Leverage Hybrid Clouds with VMware 
For three consecutive years, VMware has been the leading vendor in IDC’s Cloud 
Systems Management and Data Center Automation reports.2 For the seventh 
consecutive year, VMware is positioned as a leader with the greatest “Ability 
to Execute” and the most “Completeness of Vision” in Gartner’s 2016 “Magic 
Quadrant for x86 Server Virtualization Infrastructure.3 Only VMware—the industry 
leader in virtualization, hyper-converged infrastructure, and cloud management 
technologies—offers a comprehensive IT portfolio in support of cloud strategies 
that couple freedom with control.

The VMware hybrid cloud portfolio enables organizations to easily extend, replace, 
or flex on-premises infrastructure. Built on a Software-Defined Data Center 
architecture, VMware hybrid cloud solutions enable organizations to leverage best-
in-class capabilities to meet their unique needs and run cloud-based resources on 
trusted VMware platforms with hybrid compatibility within existing environments. 

2 IDC. Worldwide Cloud Systems Management Software Market Shares, 2015: Year of Continued Expansion, June 
2016

3 Gartner 2016 Magic Quadrant for x86 Server Virtualization Infrastructure, https://www.gartner.com/doc/
reprints?id=1-3E2WESI&ct=160804&st=sb
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